
VALUE CHAIN PRESENTATION

The value chain is concentrating on the activities starting with raw materials till the conversion Value Chain Model from
Michael E. Porter's Competitive Advantage Firm Infrastructure . Porter's Value Chain Presentation 1.

Dispatch planning features can plan the entire route using the data, the stops, and optimal routing of stops, and
measures of performance, and why is there a productivity issue, and work measurement. This includes data
from GPS satellites, GPS antenna, seat belt sensor, bulk head door sensor, engine bus port, auxiliary port,
antenna wifi, time card data, and multiple elements. Operational Constraints in the form of changing free-trade
agreements, environmental legislation, safety requirements, and resource availability are all creating
regulatory hurdles that must be complied with. The idea of value chain is associated with the concept of
governance which is of key importance from greening standpoint By mapping a range of activities along the
chain, and within a relatively complex system, it can help to identify where greening, climate science fits It
can help to identify where public incentives regulations, subsidies etc. David also showed how Google Maps
will only produce partial data at times. And when you have delivery time commits, it is a big deal! According
to the sequence of functions and operators, value chains consist of a series of chain links or stages. Vertical
perspective Cooperation Competition â€” Cost advantage and product differentiation Leverage Source:
Haggblade and Gamser, 16 Value Chain VC A sequence of related business activities functions from the
provision of specific inputs for a particular product to primary production, transformation, marketing, and up
to the final sale of the particular product to consumers. Enterprises are linked by a series of business
transactions in which the product is passed on from primary producers to end consumers. The tech stack for
Orion runs through predictive models, data model, and planning tools to provide real-time analysis, advanced
algorithms, and advance data analytics. However, the organization recognizes that many disruptors have risen
in the last three years that are making the environment even more challenging. And it reduces idle time to
optimize efficiency. Rapid change is a normal consequence in this environment, demanding a more agile
approach. The rise of omni-channel logistics and home delivery e-commerce shopping, combined with the
shift in demographics and aging customer needs, is leading to a market where home delivery on demand will
become the norm for every class of product. This is the functional view of a value chain. And it will also avoid
left turns, and provide drivers with more right turns. Macroeconomic Trends of increased globalization, the
movement of manufacturing to Asia, the rapid growth of urbanization and the accompanying challenges of
delivery in urban environments, volatility in commodity prices and tariffs, and increased weather disturbances
driven by climate disruptions means that UPS must become nimble. After two years in engineering, he
decided he wanted to get a taste of management, and graduated with an accounting degree from the Poole
College of Management. The team has established a vision to guide its efforts to continue internal work on
supply chain optimization, and is also seeking how to bring in external resources to assist in how to bring new
tools to market. Over its history, the company has evolved from a small package delivery company, to include
an airline, package tracking technologies, and global shipping capability. David shared how UPS has
experienced solid growth in the last few years, and is a cornerstone of the logistics and small parcel industry.
This is the operational view of a value chain. The group is headed by Brian Carrier, an engineer from Purdue
with 28 years at UPS, with extensive experience in solutions design, implementation, and supply chain
optimization. Engine data, GPS data, sensor data, and IDAD data, and MAP data all come together to provide
vehicle diagnostics for the automotive maintenance team, so they know when trucks will begin breaking down
and when to pull it in to change components. This has prompted UPS to create a new division, Supply Chain
Innovation, that is tasked with helping to identify approaches to the evolution of supply chain outsourcing.
Driver stops are defined by start time, commit time, pickup windows and special customers.


